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Abstract. A modification of Dantzig’s algorithm for the all! pairs shortest paths problem is given. 
The new algorithm applies only to graphs with nonnegative arc lengths. For an IV-node compkte 
graph ir has a worst case running time of fN3 triple operations of the form D-: = min(D-- D-~+D~$ 
and iv” log N other comparisons. This contrasts with a lower bound of N(\; -‘iI (3 - 2) ‘E;ipf 
in any pure triple o 
s” 
ratron algorithm, and s+ems to be the first algorithm in which no operation 
nwi bc repeated !‘V times. Sparsity and some other conditions may also bc: utilized. 
1. 
Consider a ccrmplete dgraph on N nodes where each arc ij has a non- 
negative length $. The basic step in many shortest path algorithms is 
a ‘“triple operation”, D, 1= rninfDij, D, + !I&+. It is well known that to 
find the shortest distance between all pairs of nodes requires 
N(N- 1) (N- 2) = N3 triple operations if only triple operations are per- 
mitted [ 2, pp. 60--641. By broadening the class of algorithms to allow 
comparisons between the lengths of arcs incident tQ the same node, we 
show Mre can solve the problem in $N3 triples + N2 log N comparisons. 
Furthermore, additional overhead is low and other savings are likely, so 
e modified algorithm should be slightly superior to Dan 
on eompLt, 15 0 * nraphs and superior to Tabourier’s modification [
re ires essentially the same extra l7l.S. 
g’s algorithm is wei’3 ne form of it is: 
l,n-- 1 and fori= LY- 1, wl!erei+ j, 
DQ : = min(L$, Di, + D,,$. 
Let Gk denote the gr;;ph obtained frxn G by deleting nodes k -t 1) 
+’ _. . ..* A’ and all in&lent arcs, ix., the restriction of G to rpodes in 
sf’ the algorithm is, inductk :I:! when the main laop for EZ is 
~~~r~~~~~~ted~ l&+,1 is the shortest path I?\; Piix for Cn. In G,, 
or else for some j a shortest ~‘1 dktance in GFI__l 
up is the same in the reverse cxcstion. Once all Dm and LQi 
. Dii for G,l shou!c.l be eithe.r the same as in C,_, or else D, + Q,. 
‘s algorithm works for graph’s with negative dge Iengths but 
atiwe c!yclcs. If we restrict ours&Jes to nonnegative l ngths, we m 
tep ‘I to reduce i% work by ar least half. To simplify the prese 
leave out the (B) operQc I IS \t.%ich calculate the reverse dis- 
e result c?S Cli n (‘: di n 5 . . . di 
q-P9 
be moved the permutrltion 1iA is sufficrent) 
the linea: At SA, l = {i, ). 
te idea is that SA is a lirit,, -r 1~ which oontiiins all which .must be 
ding the distance DikFJ. If ir f.3.Z. ) we have foun 
er go from i/ liirectly to rz, and hence 
tions. This is 
rever con tai 
1 matrices may be the same region of core. For the pw 
c case SC arc fist form, we 
161 
st excEude haif of all ( j9 k) sirs namely those with j > k. 
The Sort has t0Bd us d and the length of any path in G,* from 
3t least Dik + + di.rl 
Herwc the path thr 
ly ones excluded from the tesis by 
the modifi~ati~~n, SO the ~~~g~~thrn remains valid. 
edges of the same length, WC may wish tc keep track 
jrrining two nodes is gu 
this too. 
z diI,, we <IO not let the subscript range UP 
I, .,., Lpi,. III some networks, an arc 
o be a s/&test path. We might test for 
Because infinite, lengths never pass the test to be admitted to Sad we 
achieve the same rcducti 3n Tabourier does for these arcs. 
in Gn9 Step I requires about n2 tripltg operations for each of the CA) 
anti IB) cases, and as 11 ranr;r,t:,s will contribute 
Step 2, used in both the mkJdified and unmodified algorithms requires 
zrxz L1 +‘3 Step 1’ swes at least half the triples f’rt>m Step I. Since 
sorting IF *bJiects can be done in O(n log, ra) operations [ 3, pp. 145ff1, 
re an additional 2(pz log n) * &z log N for the sorts. For large 
rm drops out, s he modified algorithm t&es fN3 triples al- 
together. 
e G3n atso calculate the :;pnd 
denote the number of arcs inta a hen the 
The same sorting type method n be applied to s 
operation algorithms on nonnega e networks. In al 
tried, the $ reducttion was not exceede . I conjecture that it is the best 
that can be obtained by n-leans of sort cident to individual 
odes. 
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